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Preparation for Session 2

● Think about areas that you personally find annoyingly slow in GitLab
● Add them to the question/suggestion issue
● You can keep adding suggestions as we go through the slides if you see something that 

might be applicable to an area you know about
● Vote on each other’s questions/suggestions
● We’ll look at as many as we can in the second session and see what improvements could 

be made, and how we could go about making them
○ If we don’t get through them all I’ll endeavour to comment on the remaining ones later

● If it’s impossible to fix with caching - that’s still OK! It’s good to identify areas that are 
really challenging to cache, and will be a useful exercise

https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/issues/332666

https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/issues/332666
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A brief history

Or; how I learned to stop worrying and love the cache
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Making fast applications on a/no budget

● Running hobby sites with no budget
○ Making Rails apps fast on Heroku is the best way to learn
○ I ran https://github.com/robotmay/photographer-io
○ I run https://senryu.pub
○ Both have taken HN frontpage traffic on small servers
○ Both used a lot of caching
○ Both are fast Rails apps

● Working for small businesses with no budget
○ Worked for a consulting company building MVPs
○ Mostly on Heroku, mostly with no budget

● Fixing scaling problems with a startup budget
○ Worked for a UK music startup
○ Again on Heroku, long-running Rails app with scaling issues due to basically running the MVP 

in production for 3 years

https://github.com/robotmay/photographer-io
https://senryu.pub
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Predictability is important on a budget

● When you have a small budget, knowing what your cost will be is important
● If you get a huge traffic spike, which bit of your application will fail first?

○ Spoiler: probably your web processes
● You can use caching to make your costs predictable by eliminating variable load
● Example:

○ Billy has one todo
○ Elvis has 400 todos
○ Their experience should be identical
○ This is entirely possible

● Caching is useful for everyone, but very useful for the two extremes:
○ Small businesses (to save money)
○ Large businesses (to save money)
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Johnny Randomguy: “Just use a faster language/use more JavaScript”

● You’re wrong, Mr Randomguy!
● I like Ruby
● I kinda like Rails
● I sorta like JavaScript
● Rebuilding something from scratch is pretty much only possible at the start or with 

great expense
● Ruby actually isn’t that slow
● Rails actually isn’t that slow, if you use all the tools available to you
● Rails has excellent caching support
● You can have a really fast Rails app
● Caching bypasses the inherent downsides of using an interpreted language
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Why use caching?

Or; what it means to be cache money
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What is a cache?

● A faster store for data
● Used in many areas of computing

○ Processors have caches, hard disks have caches, lots of things have caches!
● Often “closer” to where you want the data to finally end up
● A “simpler” store for data
● Temporary
● Think of it like keeping a mini-fridge by your desk so you don’t have to go to the kitchen 

for beer
○ The mini fridge is a cache for the fridge, the fridge a cache for the shop, the shop a cache for 

the brewery
○ It’s caches all the way down!
○ Beer exists only temporarily and this is therefore a good metaphor
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Why use a cache?

● To make things faster!
● To avoid IO

○ Disk reads
○ Database queries
○ Network requests

● To avoid recalculation of the same result multiple times
○ View rendering
○ JSON rendering
○ Markdown rendering

● To provide redundancy?
○ But not really

● To reduce memory consumption
○ Processing less in Ruby but just fetching big ol’ strings

● To save money
○ Especially true in cloud computing, where processors are expensive compared to RAM
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Some cache stores

● memcached
○ Created at LiveJournal in 2003
○ A simple protocol that is implemented by lots of other software
○ Originally designed to run alongside your web application on a server

● Redis
○ This is actually what most “memcached” cloud providers are running
○ Lots of features and useful for many varied use-cases

● Tokyo Cabinet/Kyoto Cabinet/Tkrzw
○ TC originally created for mixi.jp
○ Data stored on disk, not in RAM
○ Implements the memcached protocol

● The file system
○ Yeah you can totally just write files to disk and call it a cache
○ Or write it to an object store of some description
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Caching in RAM vs disk

● Both Redis and memcached need to keep their entire dataset in RAM
● This is nice and fast
● But RAM is expensive, ish
● For some data, on-disk caching is actually a better choice, e.g.

○ Whole rendered pages
○ Big markdown blobs
○ Basically anything that involves a lot of processing and results in a big ol’ string

● These are expensive to generate but also expensive to store in RAM due to their size
● So storing them on disk, especially with modern SSDs, makes a whole heap of sense
● HTML page caching is a good example of this
● Tokyo Cabinet and its successors implement the memcached protocol but backed by 

disks
● Disk caching is harder when using cloud providers than with normal servers
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Opposition to caching

● Some engineers are morally opposed to caching except as a last resort, considering it to 
be a hack, and that the real solution is to improve the underlying code to be faster

● This is slightly fed by fear of cache expiry, which is understandable
● But caching is faster still
● You need to use both techniques to achieve true performance

○ There’s no point caching if the initial cold write is so slow it times out, for example
○ But there are few cases where caching isn’t a performance boost

● However, you can totally use caching as a quick hack, and that’s cool too
○ Sometimes the “real” fix will take months, and caching will take a day to implement
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Why we use Redis for caching instead of 
memcached

Or; more like memecached
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Redis vs memcached

Lots of people use Redis for caching now. Some reasons:
● They’re probably already using Redis anyway
● Lots of other cool things it can do, like sets and hashes (we’ll look at these later)
● Many configuration options for optimising cache eviction and the like
● Data persistence to disk, if you’re into that
● We use it for our cache at GitLab, and we use multiple Redis clusters for different roles, such as 

Sidekiq queues, SharedState, etc
● We use it primarily to simplify our stack, rather than running an additional service for caching

Why you should still use memcached:
● It has no features
● It has very few configuration options
● It is ridiculously easy to scale

○ Just download more RAM (vertical scaling)
○ Add more servers (horizontal scaling)

● Redis cluster management and sharding is hard
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Redis caching issues (in my opinion)

● Scaling Redis is hard, particularly cluster management
● Redis, although fast, is not designed solely to be a cache, and therefore has some compromises
● Running a single Redis cache cluster is by default less fault-resilient than a collection of unrelated memcached 

servers, example:

Redis:
● Cluster of 5 servers
● 4 are followers of the 1 elected primary
● All queries go to the primary

○ It’s possible to send reads to the secondaries but I don’t believe we currently do this at GitLab
● If the primary fails the cluster fails over to another server
● Primary is always taking the full cache load

Memcached:
● 5 unrelated servers
● Each one can receive traffic at all times
● Rails shares the load across the servers by hashing keys and sending a subset of prefixes to each server
● If one server fails, you lose 20% of your cache
● Cache load always shared equally between the number of servers
● How it’s implemented in the dalli gem: https://github.com/petergoldstein/dalli/blob/master/lib/dalli/ring.rb#L32

https://github.com/petergoldstein/dalli/blob/master/lib/dalli/ring.rb#L32
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Don’t be afraid of caching at GitLab

Despite those downsides to Redis caching, you should still feel free to make good use of the 
caching setup inside the GitLab application and on gitlab.com. Our forecasting for cache 
utilisation shows us as still having plenty of headroom:

https://gitlab-com.gitlab.io/gl-infra/tamland/saturation.html

The infrastructure team monitor and maintain the cache servers, and 
work to keep up with demand. We shouldn’t be afraid of utilising the 
cache, though we can take some measures to help provide more data:

● Use feature flags when introducing new caches
● Provide performance information from our graphs on the FF 

rollout issues to illustrate the change
● Leave those feature flags running for a while to gauge their 

effect
● Implement cache-specific metrics if needed

https://gitlab-com.gitlab.io/gl-infra/tamland/saturation.html
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Aims

Or; gotta go fast
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What is fast?

● The goal for every web-page should be to return in under 100ms
● This is achievable, but you will need caching on a modern application
● Larger responses take longer to build, and caching becomes critical to maintaining a 

constant speed
● Cache reads are typically sub-1ms. There is very little that this doesn’t improve
● It’s no good only being fast on subsequent page loads, as the initial experience is 

important too, so this isn’t a complete solution
● User-specific data makes this challenging, and presents the biggest challenge in 

refactoring existing applications to meet this speed goal
● But that’s not to say that user-specific caches don’t work, they just result in fewer cache 

hits than generic caches shared between users
● We’re aiming to always have a majority of a page load pulled from the cache
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What does it look like when it works?

Wiggly lines go down!
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The ideal caching methodology

1. Cache as close to your final user as possible as often as possible
a. Caching your view rendering is by far the best performance improvement

2. Try to cache as much data for as many users as possible
a. Generic data can be cached for everyone
b. You will have to keep this in mind when building new features

3. Try to preserve cache data as much as possible
a. Use nested caches to maintain as much cached data as possible across expiries

4. Perform as few requests to the cache as possible
a. This reduces variable latency caused by network issues
b. Lower overhead for each read on the cache
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Cache worthiness

Is the cache being added “worthy”? This can be hard to measure, but we can take a few things 
into consideration:

● How large is the cached data?
○ This might affect what type of cache storage you should use, e.g. storing large HTML responses 

on disk rather than in RAM
● How much IO/CPU/response time is saved by caching the data?

○ If your cached data is large but the time taken to render it is low, e.g. dumping a big chunk of 
text into the page, this might indicate the best place to cache it

● How often will this data be accessed?
○ Caching frequently-accessed data usually has a greater effect

● How often will this data change?
○ If the cache will be rotating before the cache is read again, is this cache actually useful?
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Setting yourself up for caching

Or; I’ve run out of cool memes already
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You want to be running caching in development

● All the time!
● You won’t understand your performance unless you experience it like your users

Enabling caching in Rails app development environment:

~> rake dev:cache

This is standard in the current version of Rails and supported in GitLab now as well. The 
GitLab Development Kit is already configured to use Redis for the cache. For your own Rails 
applications, you’ll need to install a cache store and configure the application to use it, see:

https://guides.rubyonrails.org/caching_with_rails.html#cache-stores

https://guides.rubyonrails.org/caching_with_rails.html#cache-stores
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For new projects

● Plan and integrate caching from the very start
○ I configure my cache at the same time I configure the database

● This will influence the design of your application and make it significantly easier to scale
○ Rails’ caching tools are straight-forward, if you build with them in mind

● It’s much easier to add new aspects to caches later than to try and add a cache around a 
complex legacy section of code

● Premature optimisation? Pah!
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Mentally prepare yourself

Remember: 

Caching. Is. Fun.

Also:

You’ll probably make mistakes

And:

Cache expiry isn’t as hard as everyone thinks, except when it is
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Target Identification

Or; tango and cache 
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Useful tools for performance debugging

● The performance bar is your first step when investigating locally and in production
○ Look for expensive queries, excessive Redis calls etc

● Add ?performance_bar=flamegraph to the URL to generate a flamegraph
○ This is very useful for finding the methods where time is being spent

● Dive into the Rails logs
○ At this point you’re particularly looking at render times of partials too
○ If you’re looking to measure the response time alone, you can parse the JSON logs using jq:

■  tail -f log/development_json.log | jq “.duration_s”
■  tail -f log/api_json.log | jq “.duration_s”

○ I tail development.log all the time and watch for certain things, some useful pointers:
■  tail -f log/development.log | grep “cache hits”
■  tail -f log/development.log | grep “Rendered ”

● Once you’re looking in the right place:
○ Remove/comment out sections of code until you find the cause
○ Use binding.pry to poke about in live requests. Will need a foreground web process like gdk 

thin
● Keep in mind that feature flag toggles are not immediate
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Quick Notes on View Templates

● If starting a new project, use ERB
○ It has a notable advantage with caching, in that you don’t have to cache entire blocks of code, 

unlike in tab-indented template languages like HAML and Slim
● Templating languages slow down when there’s interpreted Ruby code in them

○ If you have a template with only HTML tags, caching will have minimal effect as they’re already 
really fast

● Rails has an inherent overhead when rendering views
○ Excessive use of partials is a performance problem
○ This is true even when using the collection renderer
○ https://scoutapm.com/blog/performance-impact-of-using-ruby-on-rails-view-partials

● You no longer need to worry about stale caches when updating views
○ Rails uses something called template tree digests, which we’ll cover later, to ensure caches 

expire when you change the files

https://scoutapm.com/blog/performance-impact-of-using-ruby-on-rails-view-partials
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Caching Methodology

Or; actual content!
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Cache levels - High level

● HTTP caching
○ Using etags and expiry times to instruct browsers to serve their own cached versions
○ This does still hit Rails, but skips the view layer

● HTTP caching in a reverse proxy cache
○ Same as above but with a “public” setting
○ Instead of the browser, this instructs a reverse proxy (e.g. Nginx, HAProxy, Varnish) to serve a 

cached version
○ Subsequent requests never hit Rails

● HTML page caching
○ Write a HTML file to disk
○ Web server (e.g. Nginx, Apache, Caddy) serves the HTML file itself, skipping Rails

● View/action caching
○ Rails writes the entire rendered view into its cache store and serves it back

● Fragment caching
○ Cache parts of a view in the Rails cache store
○ Cached parts get inserted into the view as it’s rendered
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Cache levels - Low level

● Method caching
○ Calling the same method multiple times but only calculating the value once
○ Stored in Ruby memory
○ @article ||= Article.find(params[:id])
○ strong_memoize { Article.find(params[:id]) }

● Request caching
○ Return the same value for a key for the duration of a web request
○ Gitlab::SafeRequestStore.fetch

● Read-through/write-through SQL caching
○ Cache sitting in front of the database
○ Rails does this within a request for the same query
○ You can go further with https://github.com/Shopify/identity_cache

● Novelty caches
○ Hyper-specific caches for one use-case 

https://github.com/Shopify/identity_cache
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Rails’ built-in caching helpers

Latest information: https://guides.rubyonrails.org/caching_with_rails.html

● HTML page caching and action caching are no longer included by default, but that 
doesn’t mean they aren’t useful.

● The Rails guides call HTTP caching “Conditional GET”
○ They’re also quite comprehensive so I won’t duplicate it here, as we’ll be looking at examples 

later: https://guides.rubyonrails.org/caching_with_rails.html#conditional-get-support
● For Rails’ cache store, there are just two super important methods to remember, and 

they’re almost identical:
○ cache in views, which is almost an alias for:
○ Rails.cache.fetch, which you can use everywhere
○ cache includes a “template tree digest” which changes when you modify your view files

https://guides.rubyonrails.org/caching_with_rails.html
https://guides.rubyonrails.org/caching_with_rails.html#conditional-get-support
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Useful Rails caching helpers in a single slide

Everywhere
Rails.cache
Rails.cache.read
Rails.cache.write
Rails.cache.delete
Rails.cache.fetch(:somekey) do
Rails.cache.fetch_multi(:key1, :key2) do

Views
cache
cache_if
cache_unless
cached: true

Controllers
fresh_when
expires_in
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Rails cache options

expires_in
This sets the Time To Live (TTL) for the cache entry, and is the single most useful/most commonly used cache 
option. This is supported in most Rails caching helpers.  

race_condition_ttl
This is an option used to prevent multiple uncached hits for a key at the same time. The first process that finds the 
key expired will bump the TTL by this amount, and it will then set the new cache value. Useful when a cache key is 
under very heavy load to prevent multiple simultaneous writes, but should be set to a low value (e.g. 10 seconds)

version
This is used to supply a version separate from a cache key. It’s a bit weird and I don’t find it useful. Some 
information on it here: https://www.honeybadger.io/blog/rails-low-level-caching/

skip_nil
Skips caching nil values. I rarely use this as I don’t often cache anything that can be nil.

compress
Compression is nearly always enabled by default, but you can specify it per call too. You probably never need to use 
this.

https://www.honeybadger.io/blog/rails-low-level-caching/
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When to use HTTP caching

● Use conditional GET caching when the entire response is cacheable
● No privacy risk when you aren’t using public caches, as you are only caching what the user will 

see, for that user, in their browser
● Particularly useful on endpoints that get polled

○ Some good documentation here: 
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/development/polling.html#polling-with-etag-caching

● Good examples would be:
○ A list of discussions that we poll for updates. Use the last created entry’s updated_at value for the etag
○ API endpoints

● Downsides:
○ Users/API libraries can ignore the cache
○ Sometimes Chrome does weird things with caches
○ You will forget it exists in development mode and get angry when your changes aren’t appearing

● In theory using conditional GET caching makes sense everywhere, but in practice it can 
sometimes cause odd issues

https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/development/polling.html#polling-with-etag-caching
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When to use a reverse proxy cache

● Similar use-cases to using standard HTTP caching, but caches to memory/disk in a 
reverse proxy, and therefore allows shared caches between multiple users

● This is extremely fast and it’s great for returning full cached responses to users
● CDNs are a common example of this pattern
● You can use CloudFlare in this manner
● Expiration is hard, because the subsequent requests will never hit your server again, 

unlike when using Rails conditional GET helpers with standard HTTP caching, where the 
controller tells the browser to use the cached response

● Could be used alongside JS or iframes to serve cached blocks of content
● It’s pretty hard to use this for secure per-user caches, and also not especially useful
● Most easily used for static resources, especially if they roll a hash into the filename (like 

Rails does when compiling assets)
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When to use HTML page caching to disk

● Again similar to HTTP and reverse proxy caching - you’re going to be caching the full 
page response

● Where this shines is in its ease of use - Rails writes HTML files, the webserver serves 
them because it looks for them before passing requests to Rails

● Harder to use on cloud services where disks are ephemeral
● Cache expiry is old school: delete the HTML files

○ Rails has a system called “cache sweepers” for this, which hook into model callbacks etc
● Extremely effective on low-power servers as Nginx, Caddy etc can serve thousands of 

requests per second for a flat HTML file
● I use this for things like rendered blog articles
● Could be combined with iframes to cache chunks of a page
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When to use view/action caching

● This is no longer very commonly used in the Rails world
● Support for it was removed from the Rails core
● Usually better to look at reverse proxy caching or conditional GET responses
● However it offers a somewhat simple way of emulating HTML page caching without 

writing to disk, which makes it useful in cloud environments
● Stores rather large chunks of markup in the cache store
● We do have a custom implementation of this available on the API, where it is more 

useful, in cache_action
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When to use fragment caching

● All the time!
● Probably the most useful caching type to use in Rails, as it allows you to cache sections 

of views, entire partials, collections of partials
● Rendered collections of partials should be engineered with the goal of using cached: 

true on them
● It’s faster to cache around the render call for a partial than inside the partial, but then 

you lose out on the template tree digest, which means the caches won’t expire 
automatically when you update that partial

● Beware of introducing lots of cache calls, e.g. by placing a cache call inside a loop
○ Sometimes it’s unavoidable, but there are options for getting around this, like the partial 

collection caching
● View rendering, and JSON generation, are slow, and should be cached wherever 

possible
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When to use method caching

● Using instance variables, or strong_memoize is something we all tend to do anyway
● Useful when the same value will be needed multiple times in a request
● Can be used to prevent multiple cache calls for the same key
● Can cause issues with ActiveRecord objects where a value doesn’t change until you call 

reload, which tends to crop up in the test suite
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When to use request caching

● Similar usage pattern to method caching but can be used across multiple methods
● Standardised way of storing something for the duration of a request
● As the lookup is similar to a cache lookup (in the GitLab implementation), we can use 

the same key for both
○ This is how Gitlab::Cache.fetch_once works
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When to use SQL caching

● Rails uses this automatically for identical queries in a request, so you don’t need to do 
anything for that use-case

● However, using a gem like identity_cache has a different purpose: caching queries 
across multiple requests

● I personally use this on any single object lookups, like Article.find(params[:id])
● I don’t use this for the current_user call, as I had issues in the past with this usecase
● Sometimes it’s not possible to use it as it provides a read-only object
● It can also cache relationships, and I would use this in situations where I want to return 

a list of things but I don’t care about filtering or ordering them differently
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When to use a novelty cache

● If you’ve exhausted other options and need to cache something that’s really awkward, 
it’s time to look at a custom solution

● Examples of this in GitLab include RepositorySetCache, RepositoryHashCache, 
AvatarCache

● Where possible you should avoid creating custom cache implementations as it adds 
inconsistency

● Can be extremely effective. A good example from my own work at GitLab is the caching 
around merged_branch_names, using RepositoryHashCache:

○ https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/issues/30536#note_290824711

https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab/-/issues/30536#note_290824711
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Cache Expiration

Or; fear and loathing in cache vegas
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How memcached expires keys (then)

● Think of it like an array
● New items get inserted at the HEAD
● Old items get removed from the TAIL
● Accessed items get bumped back towards the HEAD
● Space is reclaimed by removing from the TAIL

when required
● Items are only actually removed from memory in the following events:

○ When intentionally deleted
○ When overwritten via SET
○ When expired then re-accessed via GET, ADD, and so on.
○ When an eviction is required, it would look at a few items around the tail in search of an expired item to 

reclaim rather than evict the actual tail.

This is a clear example of Least-Recently-Used, or LRU. Newer implementations follow the 
basic principle but have additional optimisations to allow higher workloads.
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How memcached expires keys (now)

● Least Recently Used (LRU)
● Cool article about how their current algorithm works: 

https://memcached.org/blog/modern-lru/
● The cache is essentially divided into a few separate pools based

around frequency of access, Time-to-Live (TTL), activity etc
● It has some minor configuration options, like the optional TEMP

cache
● Historically it was optimised for spare CPU cycles but now

assumes it’s more likely to be running on a dedicated server
● Actively reclaims expired items in a separate maintainer thread
● Summary: oldest stuff gets replaced with new stuff

https://memcached.org/blog/modern-lru/
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How Redis expires keys

● Specific article about configuring Redis as an LRU cache: 
https://redis.io/topics/lru-cache

● Lots of options for different cache eviction strategies
● You probably want allkeys-lru, which is functionally similar to memcached
● Since Redis 4.0 allkeys-lfu is available: 

https://redis.io/topics/lru-cache#the-new-lfu-mode, which is similar but different
● We handle all explicit deletes using UNLINK instead of DEL now, which allows Redis to 

reclaim memory in its own time, rather than immediately
○ Essentially this functions by marking a key as deleted and returning successfully quickly, but 

actually deleting it later
● It doesn’t work exactly the same as memcached, but:
● Summary: oldest stuff gets replaced with new stuff

https://redis.io/topics/lru-cache
https://redis.io/topics/lru-cache#the-new-lfu-mode
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How Rails expires keys

● Rails prefers using TTL and cache key expiry to using explicit deletes
● Cache keys include a template tree digest by default when fragment caching in views, which ensure 

any changes to the template automatically expire the cache
○ This isn’t true in helpers, though, as a warning

● Rails has two cache key methods on ActiveRecord objects: cache_key_with_version and cache_key
○ The first one is used by default since 5.2 and is the standard behaviour from before; it includes the updated_at 

timestamp in the key
● Cache key example:

cache(@project, :tag_list)

views/projects/_home_panel:462ad2485d7d6957e03ceba2c6717c29/projects/16-2021031614242546945
2/tag_list

Key components
1. The view name and template tree digest

views/projects/_home_panel:462ad2485d7d6957e03ceba2c6717c29
2. The model name, id, and updated_at values

projects/16-20210316142425469452
3. The symbol we passed in, converted to a string

tag_list
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Explicit deletes vs cache key rotation vs TTL

Explicit deletes

e.g. cache.delete(:some_key)

Guaranteed removal of the key (sorta)

Can be implemented anywhere

Allows for expiring caches that don’t 
have a direct relationship to the event 
expiring the cache

Difficult to support template digests etc

Removes useless cache entries faster

Additional call to the cache store

Doesn’t allow the cache store to manage 
expiration itself

Cache key rotation

e.g. a key that changes whenever the 
model or template changes

Doesn’t require an additional cache 
request

Often more reliable than explicit deletes

Relies on how the cache store evicts the 
oldest keys first

Less load on the cache store as deletes 
are left entirely up to the store. Results in 
more consistent key eviction

Can include template digests easily

TTL

e.g. cache.delete(:some_key, expires_in: 
1.day)

Can be used in combination with both 
other methods

Can be used without targeted cache keys 
to show “stale” data

Sometimes this might be what you want

Some cache stores use the TTL values to 
prioritise what gets removed first, so this 
can be like an “importance” value

I tend to set TTL by how long I expect 
that cache value to be useful
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Caching “Gotchas”

Or; footguns and how to use them
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The Scale of Interesting Caching Problems (SOICP)

● “No biggy”
○ Stale data

■ Sometimes this is OK
■ Not everyone needs to see everything 100% fresh
■ Examples: CDN expiry, blog articles

○ Poorly tuned TTLs
■ You can tune these using metrics and optimise them later

○ Cache seems to have no effect
■ Might be something bigger, so worth investigating, but likely comes down to ineffective 

keys or TTLs
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The Scale of Interesting Caching Problems (SOICP)

● “Whoops”
○ Stale data, but forever
○ Everything gets slower

■ This is probably because you’re writing more than reading, which is a sign of a bad cache 
key

○ Introducing more network latency
■ We can fix this, we have the technology

○ Duplicate data
■ Your cache will rotate faster

○ Creating a cache key that rotates on page load
■ You’ll feel pretty stupid when you do this
■ Quite easy to do when passing an object that doesn’t respond to cache_key
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The Scale of Interesting Caching Problems (SOICP)

● “Uh oh”
○ Showing one user’s data to another user

■ Don’t, er, do this
■ Unless you want to reach the front page of Hacker News

○ Showing a user data they are not authorised to see
○ Accidentally clearing your entire cache

■ Rails.cache.clear in a production console :chef_kiss:
■ The wiggly lines on your dashboard will look very angry
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Things to look out for

● User-specific data
○ This is the most important!
○ This isn’t always obvious, particularly in views
○ You’re going to have to trawl every helper method that’s used in the area you want to cache

● Time-specific data, such as “Billy posted this 8 minutes ago”
○ :rageguy:

● Records being updated but not triggering the updated_at field to change
● Rails helpers roll the template digest into the keys in views, but this doesn’t happen elsewhere, such 

as in helpers
● Grape::Entity makes effective caching extremely difficult in the API layer (more on this later)
● Don’t use break or return inside the fragment cache helper in views - it will never write a cache entry
● Reordering items in a cache key that could return old data

○ e.g. having two values that could return nil and swapping them around
○ Use hashes, like { project: nil } instead

● Rails will call #cache_key on members of an array to find the keys, but it won’t call it on values of 
hashes
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Network latency and you

An example with vaguely accurate numbers:

● A cache read takes 1ms
○ 0.5ms to read the data
○ 0.5ms in the network request

● 100 cache reads take 100ms
○ 50ms to read the data
○ 50ms in network requests

● 100 cache reads and your network is causing requests to take twice as long
○ 50ms to read the data
○ 100ms in network requests

● 100 cache reads in a single multi-fetch request
○ 50ms to read the data
○ 1ms in the network request
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Tricks

Or; it’s tricky to cache a Time
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Multi-fetching

● Rails has built-in support for fetching multiple cache records at once, but it varies in 
functionality

● fetch_multi is useful but doesn’t function exactly the same as fetch, in that it only passes 
missing keys to the block, rather than missing objects

● The single most useful implementation of this in Rails is partial collection caching, but it’s 
poorly documented and doesn’t work the same as other caches:

= render partial: “foo”, collection: @foos, cached: true
= render partial: “foo”, collection: @foos, cached: -> (foo) { foo.user }

This does not support passing cache options like expires_in. Yes it is super annoying. But despite 
that, it is one of the single biggest speed improvements you can make when rendering a collection.

This was originally adapted from a gem called multi_fetch_fragments. Which was better than the 
official implementation, in my opinion.
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Preemptive caching/cache warming

● Generate cache values in background workers before the user will likely see them
● Useful in areas where we know it’s highly likely a user will visit that page with a cold 

cache
● Heavy processing can be handled outside of the web threads

○ This means the “first” load will be as fast as subsequent loads
○ Which is particularly useful for something that may only be seen once

● User always sees a cached value
● Good examples of where this would be useful would be, for example, on diffs for merge 

requests, or rendered markdown files, comments etc.
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Adding awkward things to cache keys

● You can use Ruby’s Digest library to hash anything that can be turned into a string
● There’s an upper limit to key length in the cache

○ But in this case Rails just hashes the key itself to generate a smaller key, so we cool
● Digest::SHA1 is the fastest of the libraries
● It’s actually so fast that it can still be beneficial when hashing absolutely huge chunks of 

text
○ We found this out recently when hashing an entire blob to cache whether it’s a binary or not
○ It was actually faster to hash the whole blob every time and wrap the check in a cache than to 

perform the binary check, which also scans the whole blob
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Cache keys that are almost what you want

Sometimes you need the data that you’re trying to cache in order to calculate a working key. That’s not 
going to work, so how about using nearly the right data to calculate a key?

Example: I need the alert level from the payload response to get the right cookie

Or do I really just need a rough idea that such a thing might exist?
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Using JavaScript to decorate cached data

● Certain data is hard or impossible to cache (looking at you, “8 minutes ago”)
● JavaScript is a good way to work around these issues:

○ Cache as much as possible on the backend
○ JavaScript then adds user-specific or context-specific data in later

For example, the user-specific navigation here is added in by JS, the entirety of the page is a 
flat HTML file served by the webserver:
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Using JavaScript to decorate cached data, continued

● I would use JavaScript to help deal with caching those awkward timestamps like 
“Johnny Cache updated this issue 8 minutes ago”

○ An example implementation would be to cache the UTC timestamp itself, and then use JS to 
replace the timestamp with the “human” format above

○ We actually do this at GitLab for commits already
● JS makes a lot of sense for user-specific actions, such as stateful buttons

○ A good example in GitLab would be the Star and Fork buttons on projects
○ User and page-specific navigation would be another great use

● Rather than returning data for every context from the backend, we can use JS to only 
render it where required, cutting down our response (and cache) sizes

○ Instead of rendering a button per line in a diff on the backend, we can render it once on the 
frontend and insert it on a user interaction
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User-specific freshness

● If a user performs an interaction, such as creating a new comment, they need to see that 
immediately

● But does everyone else?
● This varies by use-case, but for an example:

Johnny Cache has a blog post
This blog post is cached
Johnny updates the blog post
Johnny sees his updates immediately
Other visitors see his updates 1 minute later

● Can be useful under busy endpoints to prevent serving multiple uncached responses in 
a short space of time, by rebuilding the cache in a background worker
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Caching Grape::Entity

● Grape::Entity is challenging to cache because it doesn’t easily allow for caching multiple 
attributes or the rendered JSON of parts of the final result

● This is because it defines attributes for the final serialisation in method calls
● It works fundamentally differently to Rails views

We do have some options available:

1. Don’t use Grape::Entity ;)
2. You can use Rails.cache.fetch inside the methods to cache expensive methods

a. But beware that this will introduce a cache call per entity rendered in collections
3. When rendering entities in the GitLab API, you can use present_cached instead of 

present
a. This works exactly the same, except it caches the entire rendered entity JSON, skipping the 

entire serialisation process
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Verification

Or; I got nothing
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Verification Toolset

● Grafana
○ In particular the following dashboards:

■ https://dashboards.gitlab.net/d/api-rails-controller/api-rails-controller?orgId=1
■ https://dashboards.gitlab.net/d/web-rails-controller/web-rails-controller?orgId=1
■ https://dashboards.gitlab.net/d/redis-cache-main/redis-cache-overview?orgId=1

● Logs
○ For situations where Grafana charts don’t cover what you need, use Kibana instead

● Feature flags
○ It’s nearly always worth using a feature flag when adding a cache
○ Toggle it on and off and watch the wiggly lines in Grafana
○ Expect response times to go up initially as the caches warm
○ The effect is not going to be obvious until you’re running the flag at 100%

● Performance bar
○ Use this locally and look for the cache calls in the Redis list
○ Also use this in production to verify your cache keys are what you expect

● Flamegraphs
○ You can append ?performance_bar=flamegraph to any page on the GitLab app and it will generate a 

flamegraph

https://dashboards.gitlab.net/d/api-rails-controller/api-rails-controller?orgId=1
https://dashboards.gitlab.net/d/web-rails-controller/web-rails-controller?orgId=1
https://dashboards.gitlab.net/d/redis-cache-main/redis-cache-overview?orgId=1
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Gems

Or; we’re getting towards the end-game now
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identity_cache

An SQL read-through query cacher:

https://github.com/Shopify/identity_cache

This allows you to serve certain queries directly from the cache most of the time. Particularly 
useful for simple associations and objects that get loaded a lot but rarely change.

Essentially you opt in to reading through the cache where appropriate by replacing #find with 
#fetch

This can make later association loads do something a bit funny so I wouldn’t use it for 
current_user

https://github.com/Shopify/identity_cache
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redis-objects

https://github.com/nateware/redis-objects

This is a gem that provides useful wrappers around Redis structure types, like hashes and 
sets, and implements them on top of ActiveModel objects. Saves a lot of hassle of writing 
these integrations yourself.

Very useful for easily implementing atomic counters in Redis instead of in Postgres. I 
frequently use it for counters, and find it especially useful for stats tracking, such as view 
counters etc.

https://github.com/nateware/redis-objects
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chunky_cache

I wrote a gem that provides new Rails helpers that allow you to cache many blocks in a 
template but wrap all the cache calls into a single network request:

https://gitlab.com/robotmay/chunky_cache

Certified “neat” by multiple reviewers. Lets you do stuff like this without the side-effect of 
increased network latency:

https://gitlab.com/robotmay/chunky_cache
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GitLab-specific caching tools

Or; don’t try this at home
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Interesting Novelty Caches

Gitlab::RepositorySetCache
Used for caching arrays in the Repository model. Branch names, tags, etc.

Gitlab::RepositoryHashCache
This solves one really obscure use-case. It’s currently only used for 
Project#merged_branch_names, and works as an additive cache for checking the merge status of 
branch names. This is a good example of a use of Redis hash values.

Gitlab::AvatarCache
Exists only to cache avatar lookups by email address, utilising Redis hash keys to allow caching of 
multiple size lookups to be cleared in a single deletion.

Banzai::Renderer
cache_collection_render implements a fairly complex custom caching solution for Banzai, our 
markdown renderer/post processor/reference redactor.
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Custom Rails Caching Tools

Gitlab::Cache
A new class where we’ll be adding generic caching helpers.

Gitlab::Cache.fetch_once
Functionally identical to Rails.cache.fetch, except it also caches the result for the duration of the 
request, using Gitlab::SafeRequestStore.

Gitlab::Redis
A namespace for Redis-specific classes, some of which are relevant to caching.

Gitlab::Redis::Boolean
A utility for serialising bool values in and out of Redis in a consistent way. This is used in the 
RepositoryHashCache implementation, but is generally useful elsewhere.

ReactiveCaching
A model concern for populating a cache in a background worker. This is well documented: 
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/development/reactive_caching.html

https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/development/reactive_caching.html
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Custom API Caching Tools

present_cached
This is a caching helper that functions like identically to Grape’s present method, except it caches 
either the individual record, or performs a multi fetch cache lookup for a collection of records. This 
can be used to cache the JSON generated from Grape::Entity classes. Accepts a cache_context 
proc argument which will be called for each record, to allow additional parts to be added to the 
cache keys.

cache_action
Allows you to wrap an entire Grape endpoint definition in a cache. This can be particularly useful as 
a pseudo rate-limit on risky endpoints. As an example we recently implemented a 30s TTL cache on 
the branches list endpoint as uncached requests always hit Gitaly, so introducing a short TTL cache 
here effectively reduces the risk of excess load on Gitaly. There are also cache_action_if and 
cache_action_unless versions of this.
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Fin.


